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We give necessary and sufficient conditions for certain Volterra integral and 
integrodifferential equations in some Banach space to have a resolvent that belongs 
to some weighted L’-space. These conditions involve the invertibility of functions of 
the Laplace transforms of the kernels. 0 1987 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
We study the resolvent kernel associated with the abstract Volterra 
equation 
x(r)+@t-s)x(s)ds=f(z), tlz[W+ = [O, co). (1.1) 
Here the forcing function f and the solution x take their values in some 
abstract Banach space X and it is assumed that A is a function with values 
in L(X), the space of bounded linear operators on X. The resolvent kernel 
R will then also be an L(X)-alued function and it is defined to be the 
solution of the equations 
R(t)=A(t)-j’R(r-s)A(s)ds=A(t)-jiA(t-s)R(s)ds, ~E(W+. (1.2) 
0 0 
Once this resolvent has been found, one can express the solution of (1.1) in 
the form 
x(t)=f(t)-[;R(t-s)f(s)dr, tER+. (1.3) 
From this equation one sees that in order to be able to derive any results 
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about the asymptotic behaviour of the solution x, one must know 
something about how both ,f(r) and R(t) behave as t -+ cc. 
The situation is exactly the same if one instead of integral equations of 
the form (1.1) studies, e.g., the following type of integrodifferential 
equations: 
?.‘(f) + J Lx(dT)y(t-s)=g(f), IER’, y(o)=l’“. (1.4) 
ro.rl 
Now the solution is given by 
y(t) = Q(l) yo + j-’ Q(t -s) g(s) & tER+, (1.5) 
0 
where the resolvent (or fundamental solution) Q in this case satisfies the 
equation 
Q'(l) = - -r,n,l, a(ds) Q(f -~1 
(1.6) =- s Q(t - ~)4ds), teR+, Q(O)=Z. CarI 
The results about the asymptotic behaviour of R and Q that we obtain, 
will be formulated in terms of weighted spaces, i.e., the question we study is 
for which weight-functions p we have s: 11 R(t) /I p(t) dr < cc or 
1: II Q(t)11 p(t) dr < co. The theorems that we prove below are extensions of 
classical results for the finite dimensional case, i.e., we get necessary and 
suflicient conditions in terms of the invertibility of Laplace transforms; cf. 
[ 16, p. 671. In contrast to the situation in the finite-dimensional case 
however, the question about what kind of measurability assumptions on 
the function A one makes will be of great importance. The main difficulty 
in the proofs that does not appear in the one-dimensional case (and which 
can be avoided in the finite-dimensional one), is that the kernels one wants 
to consider form a Banach algebra (with convolution as multiplication) 
which is unfortunately noncommutative. For the basic theory of com- 
mutative Banach algebras with convolution as multiplication, see, e.g., [3] 
or [ZO], and for a thorough treatment of scalar Volterra equations and 
weighted spaces, see [ 131. 
There is a large literature on linear Volterra integral and integrodifferen- 
tial equations in abstract spaces but in most cases, see, e.g., [l, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 
14, 15, 18, 191 the emphasis is on the situation where the operators appear- 
ing in the integrals in equations (1.1 and (1.4) are unbounded. But in this 
situation the question of local existence is already highly nontrivial and the 
few results that there are on the asymptotic behaviour in, e.g., [2] and 
[15] are not of the same types as the ones considered here. One should, 
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however, note, that the results given below can in some cases be applied to 
linear perturbations of evolution equations through variation of constants 
formulas that give integral equations of the kind studied here. In [lo] the 
same problem as the one considered here is studied for equation (1.1) in 
the special case p E 1 and the result is applied in a stability analysis where 
one clearly sees the value of having this kind of results. The case p = 1 
turns out to be quite similar to the finite-dimensional one and is also con- 
sidered in [ 11, Lemma 3.3; 19, Lemma 3.11. For some results on nonlinear 
abstract equations, see, e.g., [IS, 9, 121 and the references mentioned there. 
2. STATEMENTS OF RESULTS 
If Y is a Banach space and ZC R is an interval, then we say that a 
function f: ZH Y is measurable if f is the limit a.e. of a sequence of simple 
functions, i.e., functions of the form c,“= i yjxE,(t) where y, E Y and E, c I 
are (Lebesgue) measurable sets. The limit is of course to be taken in the 
(norm) topology of Y. If f is measurable and s, )I f(t) 11 dt < co, then the 
(Bochner) integral J, f(t) dr is well defined as the limit of integrals of 
approximating simple functions. If Y happens to be L(X), the space of all 
bounded operators on X, then there exist other natural topologies on Y 
than the one induced by the norm, for example the strong topology. 
Therefore we say that a function A : It-+ L(X) is strongly measurable if the 
function: t H A(t) x is measurable (in A’) for each x E X. If furthermore 
A(. ) x is integrable on I for each x, then we define j, A(t) dt by 
{,A(t)dtx={,A(t)xdt. 
We define a L(X)-valued Bore1 measure c1 on I to be a function from the 
Bore1 sets on Z to L( A’) such that if E = U,? 1 E,, E, n E, = @ are Bore1 sets, 
then a(E) = C,:, c1( E,), where the sum converges absolutely. The measure 
(1 c( (I is of course delined by I( @ 11 (E) = sup {c,“= 1 II a( E,) II ( U,Z 1 lZj = E, 
Ejn E, = a). The definition of j, cx(ds)f(s) when f is a simple Bore1 
function with values in X is obvious and for arbitrary Bore1 functions we 
take j,a(ds)f(s) =lim,,oo j,ol(ds)f,(s) where f, is a sequence of simple 
functions such that j, 11 f(s) -f,(s)l\ II c1 (I (ds) -+ 0 as n -+ co. In a similar 
manner one defines integrals of the form 1, Q(s) a(ds) and 1, ct(ds) Q(s) 
when Q is function with values in Z(X). Exactly as in the one-dimensional 
case one can define the convolution Ilo,,, a(ds)f (t-s) under the 
assumption that fis locally integrable on R+ with values in X. 
If the function A : II-, L(X) is (norm) measurable, then the function 
/I A(. ) I( is also measurable and it is clear that this will also be the case if A 
is strongly measurable and X is separable. If on the other hand X is not 
seaprable then we cannot directly conclude that the norm of A is 
measurable if A is strongly measurable, but if 11 A(. ) I( is bounded by an 
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integrable function then we can define the Bore1 measure c1 by 
a(E) =JEA(t) dt and then take IIA(.)ll to mean the Radon-Nikodym 
derivative of (( c( (1 with respect to Lebesgue measure. This convention will 
be used below. 
We are going to study weighted spaces and the weights we consider will 
be of the following type: 
The function p is positive and continuous on lR+, p(0) = 1, 
p(t + s) <p(t) p(s) and r” “p(t) is nondecreasing on [w + where 
p + is defined by p + = SUP,,~ log(p( t))/( - f). (W) 
Note that the regularity condition that e”+‘p(t) is nondecreasing is 
not always required of weight-functions, but it is quite natural and we will 
need it in the some of the proofs. We let L’([W+; p; Y) be the space 
of all measurable fucntions .f: iw + I+ Y such that I[ f (I L+Iw+;P;yJ = 
l; (1 ,f(t) j( p(t) dt < ccj. This space is of course a Banach space if Y is such a 
one and if functions that differ on a set of measure 0 are identified. 
Our first result does not involve the weight-functions p and is concerned 
with the local existence of solutions of equations (1.2). 
THEOREM 1. Let X be u Banach space and assume that 
A: [w + H L(X) is strongly measurable and )/ A(. ) /) E L:,,( [w + ; Iw). 
Then there exists u unique function R : [w + H L(X) such that 
R is strongly measurable on [w ’ and )I R( . ) /) E L,‘,,( [w + t; Iw) 
and Eqs. (1.2) hold a.e. on iw +. Moreover, tf fe L,‘,,([w+; L(X)), then the 
unique (ae.) solution of Eq. (1.1) is gioen by (1.3). 
The next theorem is our main result and we may just as well formulate it 
in a general Banach algebra as in some space L(X). 
THEOREM 2. Let Y be u (complex) Banach algebra with unit E, let p be a 
weight-function satisfying hypothesis (W) and assume that A E L’( Iw +; p; Y). 
Then there exists a function R E L’(D% +; p; Y) such that Eq. (1.2) hold (ae.) 
on DB+ if and only tf E+J,” e -“A(t) dt is invertible in Y for all ZEC with 
Rezap,. 
In the case p = 1, this theorem has essentially been proved in [ll, 
Lemma 3.3; 19, Lemma 3.11 and we will need this result below. 
Note that if p+ = co then no z E C has real part greater than or equal to 
p+ so the invertibility condition in the theorem is satisfied. In the case 
when the Banach algebra Y is L(X) the space of all linear bounded 
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operators on the Banach space X, then the assumption that A is 
measurable (in the norm) is quite restrictive, but it cannot in general be 
replaced by strong measurability as the following theorem shows. 
THEOREM 3. I f  p satisfies (W) and p+ < a, then there exists a Banach 
space X and a strongly measurable functon A: Iw+ H L(X) such that 
(I A(.)\] E L’(IW+; p; [w) and 
hut 1) R( .) I( 4 L’([w+; p; [w) where R is the solution of Eqs. (1.2) which exists 
by Theorem 1. 
We have, however, one result for strongly measurable kernels that can be 
quite useful in some cases, see e.g. [lo]. 
THEOREM 4. Let X be a Banach space, let the weight;functon p satisfv 
the condition (W) and assume that 
A: [W+ H L(X) is strongly measurable and 11 A(.)(1 E L’(IW+; p; iw) 
and 
A = A, + A2 where the resolvent R, of A, satisfies 
II R,(.)Il E L’([w+;p; [w) and A*E L’([w+; p; L(X)). 
Then the resolvent R of A satisfies I( R(.)l( E L’(Iw+; p; Iw) if and only lf 
Z+Jox e -‘*A(t) dt is invertible for all z E C, Re z 2 p + . 
It is quite obvious that if, e.g., 1; IIA,(t)ll dt)dt< 1 then 
I( R,(. ) /( E L’([w+; p; [w) but there are of course also other situations where 
the same conclusion can be drawn. Note that Theorem 4 gives a certain 
kind of stability result for measurable perturbations of the kernel. 
Next we consider a result for the integrodifferential Eq. (1.4) and the 
resolvent equation (1.6). 
THEOREM 5. Let X be a Banach space, let p be a weight-function that 
satisfies the condition (W) and let c( be an L(X)-valued Bore/ measure on 
each compact subinterval of lR+ such that j: II c1(/ (dt) p(t) < n3. Then there 
exists a function Q E L’([w+; p; L(X)) such that Eqs. (1.6) hold a.e. on [w + if 
and only if zI+ j? e-“a(dt) is invertible for each z E @ such that Re z > p + . 
Moreover, if y, E X and g E L,&( [w +; X), then the unique solution of Eq. (1.4) 
is given by ,formula (1.5). 
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Note that this theorem does also give a local existence result because 
one can always, once CI is given, find a weight-fuction p such that 
Jc- II a II (dr) P(t) < @.I. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Since we only have to prove local results it is sufficient to establish 
Theorem 1 for the interval [0, 7J, where T is arbitrary. Choose such a T 
and take c to be positive number so large that j:‘e ” 11 A(t)// dr < 1. One 
can check that the set of all strongly measurable functions 
B: [0, T] H L(X) such that li’ em-” (j B(t)/1 dt < co forms a Banach space 
(without unit) when the convolution product is taken as the multiplication 
(the only nontrivial part is the completeness of this space). Then the 
existence of the resolvent kernel R follows from standard Banach algebra 
results. That the function x defined by Eq. (1.3) satisfies (1.1) is a direct 
consequence of (1.2) and the uniqueness of this solution is also obvious. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
It follows from the definition of p + that p(t) b e mpt’, t 3 0. Hence for all 
Rez>p+, j7em”(JA(t)ljdt<co, and if Eqs. (1.2) hold for some 
REL’(DB+; p; Y), then 
R(z)(E+&)) = (Ef A(z)) R(z) = A(z), 
where the caret denotes the Laplace transform. Thus we see that E+A(z) 
must be invertible for all z with Re z 3 p + 
It remains to establish the suflicency of this condition. From the proof of 
Theorem 1 we see that the resolvent R certainly exists as a function in 
L:<,,(~+; Y). First, let us assume that p+ < co. In this case we may without 
loss of generality assume that p+ = 0, since otherwise we can multiply A(t) 
by e p +I and proceed. 
First, we consider the two cases when in addition to the assumptions of 
Theorem 2 one of the following two statements: 
- 1 belongs to the unbounded component of the complement of 
the spectrum of a(z) for each z E C with Re z = 0 (4.1) 
or 
there exists a number T> 0 such that A(t) = 0 for t > T 
hold true. 
(4.2) 
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Assume that (4.1) holds. We see from the assumption (W) that if we 
extend the fuction p to (-co, 0) as 1, then p is still a weight function, i.e., 
p( t + s) < p(t) p(s) for all t, s E R. We define a multiplication in the space 
L’(R; p; Y) by (f‘@g)(t) = j~~~f(r - s) g(s) ds and then it is easy to check 
that L’(R; p; Y) becomes a Banach algebra without unit. 
We extend the function A as 0 on (-cc, 0) so that A becomes an 
element of L’(lR; p; Y). We take V to be the smallest closed commutative 
subalgebra of L’( R p; Y) that contains A and all functions of the form 
h(t) E, where h E L’(R; p; C). It is clear that this subalgebra V exists as A 
and functions of the form h(t) E commute. Furthermore, we add a unit 6 
to v. 
Let 4 be a complex homomorphism of the Banach algebra V (that now 
has a unit). We want to prove that d(6 + A) # 0. This will clearly be the 
case if b(A) = 0 so we may assume that d(A) # 0. Let h,,,,(t) = nE when 
t E [r, t + n ‘1 and 0 elsewhere. S’ mce A is measurable it follows that 
h,,,@A-+A, in V as n--to3 where A,(t)=A(t-T). Thus we see that A, 
belongs to V and since translations are continuous in the norm of V, we 
deduce that we must have qQA,) # 0 for sufficiently small r. Since 4 is a 
homeomorphism, it follows that we can define the function x by X(T) = 
lim,,, rj(h,,,). Moreover, it is clear that x(t + 5) =x(r) x(t), T, 5 E R. As the 
norm of C/J is 1, we must also have 1 x(r) 1 < p(r), and this inequality implies, 
since p + = 0, that x(r) = e P”OT for some w  E R. Thus we have proved that 
cj(A,) = ep”“‘q5(A). (4.3) 
By the HahnBanach theorem we can extend C$ as a linear functional to 
L’(R; p; Y), (but not necessarily as a homomorphism of Banach algebras). 
Therefore it follows that 
4(f) = s, (B(t),f(t)> W-e L’(R P; Y), (4.4) 
where fi: 52 H Y*, (the dual of Y), is a weak*-measurable function (i.e., 
t H (P(t), y) is measurable for each y E Y), such that ess suprG R 
11 j( t)ll ,P/P(~) < 1. Here (., . ) denotes the duality pairing between Y and 
Y*. Define y(t) = j?(t) e’“” and let B be an arbitrary element of 
Vc L’(R; p; Y). It follows from (4.4) that 
&B,)=jR (y(t),ep”‘B(t-t))dt=e~i”‘/R (y(t+z),e-‘“‘B(t))dt, 
and therefore it follows from (4.3) that 
d(B) = 5 (y(t +z), ec”‘B(t)) dt. 
R 
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From this equation we get 
t$(f3)=lR (+jUTy(t+r)dr.e -“.“B(t)j At, T>O. (4.5) 
Since the functions (l/T) j? r. y( t + r) dt are bounded in the dual norm of 
the space L’(Iw; p; Y), (because p(t)= 1 on (-GO, 01) we know that we 
can choose a sequence T, --t co such that (l/T,,) 1” Tn y(t+ z) dz -+ Ii/(t) in 
the weak*-topology for some function $. But now it is clear that IC/(t) must 
be identically equal to a constant tie and then it follows from (4.5) that 
(4.6) 
Since I’ is a Banach algebra and I$ is a homomorphism, we easily see that 
$. must also be a homomorphism, (cf. the definition of the multiplication 
on L’([w; p; Y)), on the commutative Banach algebra U generated by E 
and a(ic~). But since E + a is invertible in Y by assumption, it follows 
from (4.1) and [20, Theorem 10.181 that it is also invertible in U and 
therefore this element cannot belong to the kernel of the homomorphism 
$(). This fact implies by (4.6) that d(A) # - 1. Therefore 6 + A is invertible 
in I’ and there exists a function R E L’( 5X; p; Y) such that 
R-A=R@A=A@R. (4.7) 
It remains to prove that R(t) =O, t ~0. This is done in the following 
standard manner. Let y* E Y* be arbitrary and define 
h(z)= 
(y*, so r e “R(t) dt), Re 260 
(y*, a(z)(E+ A(z)) -‘) - (y*, 1; e-“R(t) dr), Re 220. 
Now it is easy to see from our assumptions on the invertibility of E+ A(z) 
and the result (4.7) above that h is a entire function which is also bounded, 
hence a constant and this constant must be 0. This shows that 
(Y*, R(t)) = 0 a.e. on ( - co, 0) and since JJ* was arbitrary we have the 
desired conclusion in the case when the assumption (4.1) holds. 
Let us next assume that the assumption (4.2) holds. It follows that A(z) 
is continuous in C and since lim,z,,,,,,Z=o a(z)=0 it follows from the 
assumption that there exists a number ~7 > 0 such that E+ A^(z- CT) is 
invertible for all z E @ such that Re z > 0. If we denote the function @‘A(t) 
by A, it follows from e.g. [19, Lemma 3.11 that there exists a function 
R,EL’([W; Y) such that A,-RR,=A,@R,=R,@Ao (the proof is the 
same as in the scalar case and it is written for Y= L(X) but this is no 
restriction). By the argument used above we see that R,(t) = 0 when t < 0. 
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But then it follows that R(t) = ePu’&(t) is the resolvent associated with A 
and since o>O and R,EL’([W+; Y) we see that R E L’(Iw + t; p; Y) and the 
proof for this case is completed. 
To complete the proof we define the function A r to be equal to A on the 
interval [0, ZJ and equal to 0 outside this set. We choose T to be so large 
that 
II&)-&(z)II II(E+&Wll <t for all z E C, Re z 3 0. (4.8) 
This is certainly possible by our assumptions and note that this includes 
the hypothesis that E + a T(~) is invertible. Thus it follows from the results 
proved above that A, has a resolvent R, that belongs to L’(rW+; p; Y). 
Define the new function B E L’( Iw + ; p; Y) by 
B(t)=A(I)-A,(t)-l“R~(t-s)(A(s)-A,(s))~~, tE Iw+. 
0 
Now it follows from (4.8) that for all z E C with Re z 3 0 
(A.E+b(z)) ‘=;(E+&(z)+A ‘(ii(z)-&(~)))~~ (E+A.(z)) 
exists for all 1” >, 1. But this implies that the assumption (4. 
hence B has a resolvent P E L’( Iw + ; p; Y). If we now define 
1) holds and 
R(t)= RT(f)+ P(r)-j-‘P(t-s) R,(s)ds, tER + 
0 
then we see that R E L’([W+; p; Y) and that R is the resolvent of A. This 
completes the proof when p + < co. 
In the case when p+ = + cc we proceed in exactly the same manner as in 
the case when (4.1) was assumed to hold, except for the fact that now we 
do not consider the extension of all our functions to ( - co, 0). Then we can 
only include functions A,,, with r positive, but nevertheless we have 
Ix(z)1 <p(r). But since we get x(s + <)= x(z) x(t) z, 5 20 we get x(z)-0 
which is a contradiction. Hence we must have &A) = 0 for all complex 
homomorphisms 4. This gives the desired conclusion directly. 
5. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 3 AND 4 
In [ 17, Example 4.21 there is given an example of Banach space X and a 
Co-semigroup T(t) on X such that I( T(t) (I = 1 but 
II(~Z-G)~‘/(~(Re~+l)-‘, ReA> -1, 
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where G is the generator of the semigroup T(t). Now let us define 
A(t) = -e’P, -‘V(t), iElk!+. 
Clearly we have /I A( ’ ) 11 E L’( iw + ; y; iw) and due to the semigroup property 
of 7(t) one easily sees that R(t) = - k’+‘T(t). Thus we see that we do not 
have /lR(.)lj~L’([W+;p; [w) but Z+A(z) is invertible for Re z?p+, 
because the inverse is given by I+ ((z - p + ) I- G) ‘. This completes the 
proof of Theorem 3. 
To prove Theorem 4 we note that the local existence of the resolvent R 
follows from Theorem 1 and that the necessity of the invertibility of the 
transform is also obvious. Let us define the funcon A, by 
n,(f)=Az(/)-I“R,(!-sjA,(i)d~, tella+. 
0 
Now it follows directly from our assumptions on A, and R, that 
A, E L’(Iw+; p; L(X)). Let R, be the resolvent kernel of A,. It follows from 
Theorem 2 that R2 E L’( IW+; p; L(X)) because we have (I+ A,(z)) -’ = 
(Z+A(z)))’ (If A,(z)) by the definition of A, and R,. Finally, since 
R(I)=R,(~)+R,(~)-S’R,(I-~)R,(~)~~, tER+ 0 
we obtain the desired conclusion. 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 5 
The necessity of the frequency-domain condition is obvious so we 
proceed to consider the sufhcency. Choose a number y so that p+ > -Y. 
Define the operator-valued kernel A by 
A straightforward calculation shows that 1: /I A(t + h) - A(t) I( dt -+ 0 as 
h --t 0 for every T> 0 and this implies that A is (norm) measurable. Thus 
we conclude that A E L’([w +; p; L(X)). Let us check the frequency-domain 
condition. From the definition of A we have 
s 
cc 
e “A(t)dt=(z+y) ’ t?(z) - y(z + y) ’ I. 
0 
Thus I+ a(z) is invertible if and only if z + i(z) is invertible as (z + y ) I 
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exists for all z with Re z > p+. Now Theorem 2 gives the existence of a 
resolvent kernel of A that belongs to L’([w+ ; p; L(X)). We define Q in 
terms of R by 
Q(t) = e-“Z- 1: e-Y”-S)R(s) ds. 
Clearly Q E I.‘( [w + ; p; L(X)). Some straightforward calculations where one 
uses (1.2) and the definition of A shows that 
= ye “I+ R(t) - ji e y(’ “‘R(s) ds. 
Now we see from the definition of Q that Eq. (1.6) holds true. This com- 
pletes the proof of Theorem 5. 
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